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ACSSO ANNUAL REPORT 2018
A Message from the President

President’s Report 2018
The times they are a changin’
I write this as my third annual report as ACSSO President in a role that is astonishing in
its breadth, intensity and in the ongoing responsibility to advocate on behalf of the
parents and families of the 2,530,000 students that choose to be enrolled in our
nation’s public schools - a cohort that is approaching 6,000,000 people. The surging
enrolments in our fully inclusive public schools brings with it an extraordinary diversity
of cultures, expectations and need across our proud nation; a diversity that
sometimes leads to competing interests across state and territory boundaries, and
occasionally within jurisdictions too. It’s how we all address these unique differences
and turn them in to collaborative strengths that will define how successful our
combined advocacy efforts can be to improve education policy for the benefit of
families and those with greatest need.
There are areas of significant opportunity to address educational disadvantage,
wherever it exists, across the nation and whilst it’s essential to highlight individual
examples, we must look at national initiatives to address disadvantage in a
nationally consistent and fair model. Lines on a map are irrelevant in this as where
there is educational disadvantage it must be addressed with targeted support, and
where there is extreme disadvantage it must be met with amplified support
measures that can address extreme need. ACSSO’s ongoing drive to see the
established National School Resourcing Board review the six additional loadings to
address disadvantage will be a key element of our election activity, together with
the need for a seventh loading to address psycho-social trauma.
ACSSO’s advocacy involves many channels of activity – the majority of which are
out of the public eye and in the form of being part of national reference and working
groups, advisory boards and education reform initiatives; engaging with national
reviews and the full range of political stakeholders, Ministers and their advisors, senior
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education bureaucrats, academics, other education stakeholders and a range of
state and territory bodies. This also allows ACSSO to have a broader and more
informed view that can aid the work of all the agencies and stakeholders we
engage with. In all of this work the principles of working in active partnerships with
parents is commonly seen as a novel idea to many and yet often adopted with the
recognition of the value such partnerships can bring to all sides.
The Members of ACSSO, whilst acknowledging their unique differences, are united
in supporting a national voice for public school parents and offer objective policy
input for the benefit of all. In turn the Members appoint Directors to the ACSSO Board
who engage openly with highly complex policy issues and focus on strategic
direction and priorities with ACSSO’s limited resources. I thank the Board for their
considered thinking and support over the last year in what has been an
extraordinarily busy period for new education policy initiatives and review findings
mixed in with an array of political announcements from all sides.
Dianne Giblin AM as our CEO is limitless in her policy knowledge and lived experience
of family engagement, education advocacy and strong networks within education
stakeholders. Her passion and commitment is legendary and on behalf of the Board
I offer our sincere thanks for her ongoing total commitment to ACSSO and the
interests of the families that choose public education.
And yet within this funding is an ongoing and unresolved issue. In a world made up
of competing interests there’s none so competitive as the Australian education
system and the various levels of stakeholders within it competing for a greater share
of the funding cake. When we throw in to the mix non-government schools together
with their powerful representative bodies and effortlessly wielded political power, it’s
no wonder that billions of dollars are being squandered to meet the shrill demands
of entitled want over that of true need. The commitment by the Government and
Opposition to giving non-government school even more money is an appalling
betrayal of the 6,000,000 citizens who are currently part of our public-school network;
we will no longer tolerate playing second fiddle to elitist Catholic and other nongovernment school sectors.
With a coming Federal election this is the time to make your displeasure known to
every candidate. If they want to buy votes it must not be at the expense of our
children in public schools having to bail out failing exclusive private schools with their
collapsing enrolments. The politicians need to know that parents are actively
choosing public schools as the first choice for their family’s future and that we fully
expect our public schools to be at the front and centre of their priorities - our nation’s
future demands nothing less.
Phillip Spratt
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Meet our Board
President:
Phillip Spratt
M.Bus ILPM

“I enjoy working with people to develop new ideas, explore fresh perspectives and
balance those with experience to produce creative outcomes and new
partnerships. I also enjoy working with community groups, industry bodies and
other organisations, in new environments and cultures, to facilitate change and
innovation.”
Phillip is a facilitator, teacher and experienced representative and advocate.
He represented the UK’s National Federation of Young Farmers Clubs, Dairy Farmers
of Britain and the National Farmers Union before migrating to Tasmania in 2006.
Phillip now works as a facilitator with dairy apprentices and high-risk licence trainees
who need language, literacy and numeracy support.
Phillip is keenly interested in ensuring genuine community engagement and fairness
in the education sector—especially through authentic and properly resourced
parent engagement initiatives, widely recognised as essential to improve
educational outcomes for all students, particularly in the vital early years of
schooling.
A father of three, Phillip’s involvement with parent bodies started with his own
children’s primary school. His experience includes leading the difficult process that
resulted in his children’s school closing and merging with another, while he was
School Association Chairperson. Phillip joined the Tasmanian Association of State
School Organisations (TASSO) management committee in 2013.
He also sits on the Asia Education Foundation Advisory Board, Safe Schools Coalition
National Steering Committee and the University of Tasmania’s Initial Teacher
Education Course Advisory Committee.
Phillip was elected President of ACSSO in September 2015.
Phillip can be contacted on: 0419 986 547 Email: president@acsso.org.au
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Director:
Kevan Goodworth

BA M.Phil. MACE MACEL
Kevan Goodworth is P&Cs Qld CEO, and is the link between the Board, staff and
approximately 1240 affiliated P&C associations. He brings to the role more than 30
years of direct and continuous experience with education in Queensland as a
secondary school principal and Assistant Director-General.
He is a recipient of the Premier’s Award for Excellence in the Public Sector. He has
conducted major reviews for government around curriculum and service delivery
and has represented Queensland’s interests on a number of national forums. He is a
passionate advocate for quality public education and has led several community
associations which link schools, tertiary institutions and employers in formal
partnerships.
He has his own independent consultancy and has worked internationally in the
United Kingdom, Asia and the Americas.

Director:
Ivan Webb BSc,
Grad Dip (Info Sys), PhD

Ivan is now an education consultant following a 40-year career as a Tasmanian
teacher, principal and superintendent (K-12).
He was a leader in the application of quality management and continuous
improvement in Australian schools.
With a long history of involvement in public education Ivan works towards equality
of opportunity for all of Australia's children. To this end, he is particularly interested in
helping to reduce the two-speed nature of Australia's school system by drawing
attention to the structural inequalities that currently prevail.
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Director:
Sharron Healy
Sharron has been an active member of her three children’s school Parent Clubs for
20 years, serving as an ordinary member and president at both primary and
secondary levels.
She is also currently the president of her child’s secondary School Council, and
president of Parents Victoria Inc., the Victorian affiliate of ACSSO. Founded in 1925
as the peak body representing the collective views of parents in public education in
Victoria, Parents Victoria was also a founding member of ACSSO.
Sharron’s interest in promoting and advocating for public education comes from a
desire to see every child in our country having access to a first-class educational
experience.

Director:
John Haydon

Bachelor of Economics,
Master of Business Management,
Bachelor of Arts

John is a committed supporter of quality public schooling. He engages with his
daughter’s primary school and has held positions on the Council of ACT P&C
Associations for the last several years and is currently President of the Council. John
has lived and worked in countries in Asia, the Middle East and the Americas as an
Australian diplomat and has represented Australian interests at international
conferences. He recently taught English at a Spanish public high school.
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Company Secretary:
John O’Shannassy

M. Laws M. Ed (Adult Ed),
B Business,
B Science (Elect Eng),
Practitioner’s Cert in Mediation,
Graduate Diploma of
Company Secretarial Practice CSA,
Advanced Certificate in Arbitration

John is a Principal Lawyer at Australian Corporate Lawyers & Advisors and is directly
related to corporate governance where he ensures corporations have corporate
governance policy and procedures in place.
He has 16 years’ experience in company secretarial services and designed
governance and compliance for organisations and managed the ASIC, Austrac
and NSW government compliance issues.
John has led small and large teams and departments at various times, including roles
as: General Counsel/Company Secretary at the University of Technology Sydney;
Company Secretary/General Counsel at Apex; and governance and commercial
advisory with Australian Corporate Lawyers & Advisers.
In his spare time John enjoys participating in Surf Lifesaving, refereeing Rugby Union
and Computer Programming.
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Board Meeting Attendance
November
2017

March
2018

May
2018

Sept
2018

Phillip Spratt

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Kevan Goodworth

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes Phone

Sharron Healy

Yes

Yes

Yes

Phone

Natasha Coster

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

John Haydon

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Ivan Webb

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

John O’Shannassy

No

Yes

No

Yes Phone
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Meet our Secretariat
Chief Executive Officer:
Dianne Giblin AM,
B.Ed (Adult) Dip Mgmt,
Family Engagement Consultant

Di has worked in education in both paid and unpaid capacity for the past 32 years
Di has a passion for education, in particular public education, and the opportunities
it affords young people. She has led the ACSSO secretariat since 2011 but has been
a significant player in parent activism since 1984 when her eldest child commenced
school. She is proud of her four children’s achievements – all successes of public
education.
She has held various volunteer roles in the parent movement finishing her P&C career
as President of the Federation of Parents and Citizens Associations of NSW.
Di was a founding Director of Public Education Foundation whose board position she
held for six years; a founding Director of Primary Ethics Board and a founding Director
of The Parenthood board.
She worked in a paid capacity for the NSW education department in a number of
roles across a large area of Sydney. Her roles were all in the area of parent
engagement and home-school partnerships including school based community
officer, across district Community Development Officer and regional Partnership
Officer – all through the Priority Schools Program.
Recognition of her work saw her commended for Meritorious Service to Public
Education and Training in 2010. In 2012 Dianne was admitted as a Member in the
General Division of the Order of Australia for her service to public education and the
community
Di’s greatest love is her family but coming a close second is her love of music. Whilst
an amateur guitar player she likes to spend downtime with it, her grandchildren and
her playing her vinyl albums on the new turntable.
Di can be contacted on: 0418 470 604 Email: ceo@acsso.org.au
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Projects Officer:
Donna Sirmais,

M. TEACH - (Primary), B. Arts
(Primary Ed and Psychology),
Family Engagement Practitioner
and Consultant

Donna is an experienced family engagement practitioner and consultant with some
17 years’ experience which commenced when her eldest of three children began
Kindergarten.
Donna has held various roles within school P&C associations including President and
built on family engagement practices and effective communication strategies to
assist learning outcomes for students and their families as a Community Liaison
Officer and Community Partnerships Officer and in a regional position as a
Partnership Officer.
Donna has been a member of the ACSSO team since 2013. Donna was recognised
for her work in family and community engagement in schools, with a NSW
Department of Education Certificate of Achievement award.

Administration Officer:

Rebecca Ashford Wykes
Bec works in our office 13 hours per week and assists with the day to day operations
of ACCSO Ltd. Bec joins the team with a wealth of experience in a number of
different roles. In particular, she has put her highly regarded organisational skills into
practice which has made a significant impact on the day to day running of the
ACSSO office.
Bec is passionate about health and wellbeing. She was previously a group fitness
coordinator in a health and fitness centre where she wrote and delivered group
exercise classes to a range of participants including many school groups. She was
also team leader of customer service where she managed a database of several
thousand fitness, gymnastics and child care memberships.
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Communications Officer:
Kim Pick
Kim led and held various positions on P&C for 13 continuous years, whilst all three
daughters attended primary school. She was instrumental from concept to
completion in the construction of a community cottage. This project increased
parent participation in many areas. Kim participated and represented her school
P&C at area and regional level and sat on many panels for staff selection both
school and within local area.
Kim has been in business with her husband for 38 years, whilst maintaining an
Executive Administration & Management career, more recently a complete change
of direction she now owns and operates a small home beauty business.

Bookkeeping:

Positive Balance Bookkeeping (Alison Dunne)

Auditor:

Pinnacle Taxation Services
William Tomiczek

Solicitor:

MacDonnells Law (Donna Pontane)

IT Support:

Citisystems

Webhosting:

Formwork5
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Report from CEO Report

This year has seen changes in many places that has given cause for ACSSO to take
the opportunity to reflect and revisit a number of things both internally and
externally.
Once again, we see a change in both Minister and Prime Minister. In my time with
ACSSO, just on 8 years, we have had 6 Prime Ministers, 6 Ministers, and an ongoing
changeover of Federal and State political representatives – you can see why getting
fair, consistent and sustainable education policy can be fraught with difficulty. A lot
of energy is focused on building relationships and trust.
Funding
ACSSO has just secured a further three-year funding from the Commonwealth taking
us through to 2021. We recently signed off on our service agreement and finalised
our 2018-2019 workplan.
Apart from membership fees, ACSSO also receives a global giving grant to
implement the Ford Driving Skills for Life Program in Partnership with Ford Australia.
We continue to refine our processes and work smarter as an organisation with a huge
brief works on a small budget and a very small secretariat.
Communication
Communication has been a focus both internally with the Board and members and
externally through our websites and social media.
The ACSSO website is currently under review and some changes are already
underway.
Our Parents Australia site will soon be updated with the new Australian based
content we have produced for the Family Engagement Circle.
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The Parents Australia site went live over 12 months ago and the social media support
is also active. Parents Australia provides additional support to families in the
wellbeing, learning and development of their children. The Facebook and Twitter
sites of Parents Australia has experienced significant exponential growth over the
past three months.
Both the ACSSO and Parents Australia social media sites have experienced
significant growth following targeted sponsored posts – we see this as a worthwhile
investment in messaging.
ACSSO has engaged with Meltwater to
assist in sifting through daily news. The
newsfeed provided will feature on ACSSO’s
website and provide a constant source of
relevant reporting’s across the nation. It’s
been an extremely busy year building
networks. ACSSO now produces a weekly
digest for members and Directors released
each Friday.
On the day of release ACSSO’s it’s
fascinating to watch the world view of
openings – across at least 12 different
countries. It is evident that it is well read, and
the audience is quite mixed – the
dashboard analytics provides us with a
valuable insight into what topics interest
people and where the trends in education
are moving.
To be launched in early December, the Family Engagement Network page offers
the opportunity for world-wide sharing of Family Engagement strategies, successes
and challenges. With Family Engagement being a key to student success we hope
that we get many contributors and followers – watch this space
Relationships, Partnerships and Representation
We continue enjoy an open dialogue with the Minister’s office. It is in these
conversations that we discuss Fair, Simple and Transparent funding based on need
and a variety of other topical policy issues.
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Our ongoing relationships with the Shadow Ministry, other minor parties and
individual Senators and Members of Parliament keep high on the radar the
importance of well-resourced Public Education.
With the many changes that have occurred over the past 12 months it has been
challenging however still fruitful.
We continue to maintain our strong relationships with Social Ventures Australia, The
Grattan and Mitchell Institutes and the Foundation of Young Australians. Each of
these groups have a great background in research and support which in turn
provide the evidence that shape policy.
We have continued to engage with Australian Curriculum and Reporting Authority
(ACARA), Australian Institute of Teaching and School Leadership(AITSL), Education
Services Australia (ESA), Australian education Union (AEU), the Australian Primary
Principals Association (APPA), Australian Secondary Principals Association (ASPA)
and the Australian Government Primary Principals Association (AGPPA), Isolated
Children’s Parent Association (ICPA), Australian Parents Council (APC), Early
Childhood Australia (ECA).
We have continued to build a strong consultative relationship with ACARA that not
only includes regular update teleconferences, but collaborative conversations
around messaging and developments.
Jen Eddington sits on the ACARA Students with Disability Working Group on behalf
of ACSSO.
Report from Jen Eddington:
ACARA Students with Disability Advisory Group
The past year has slowed down somewhat in the discussion of National Curriculum
for Students with a Disability as several of the major planning points have come to
pass.
The addition of the AUSLAN courses is now in place.
NAPLAN is well along with being rolled out to most schools. I was hoping to have
some feedback from first NAPLAN for those students who participated perhaps for
the first time
There have been some additions to the online videos illustrating practice of inclusion
and these are now able to be viewed online
ACSSO was a founding member of the group and remains the only parent voice. As
always, I would appreciate any feedback or issues to present to the meetings
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With a focus on early childhood ACSSO also met with the Australian Council of Early
Education and Quality Assurance (ACECQA) meeting with new personnel and
discussing issues common to Family engagement and provision of early childhood
places. We plan a mutual sharing of new resources on our website (Parents Australia)
when they become available.
In January Phillip Spratt was asked by ACARA to be part of a 4 person delegation
representing Australia to attend the UNESCO Policy Forum - using open school data
to improve transparency and accountability in education in Manilla. There Phillip
also was a panel member on the final day of the conference.
We also have formed valuable links with many of Australia’s Universities including
Western Sydney University, University of Tasmania and Deakin University.
Most recently we went into early negotiations with Macquarie University with a
potential partnership with the Family Engagement Circle.
Recently I met with Sue Saltmarsh from Queensland University, we are in early
conversations regarding some work with Family Engagement.
As a key stakeholder on the national arena; we made a pre-budget submission and
forwarded questions to the Senate Estimates. Once again, our president was part of
the pre-budget lock up.
Key work of the Australian Research Alliance for Children and Youth (ARACY) is
parent engagement. To this end ACSSO is a major player in its work. We enjoy a
strong reciprocal working relationship with ARACY.
Our President is one of the ARACY Parent Engagement Network Conveners. The
Parent Engagement Network https://www.aracy.org.au/networks/australianparent-engagement-network.
As a former parent engagement practitioner, I am a member of the Parent
Engagement Expert reference group https://www.aracy.org.au/projects/parentengagement-expert-referencegroup/parent-engagement-expert-referencegroup. This group provides advice and support to each of the ARACY projects.
This year I commenced training to deliver the ARACY Common Approach which
adds a further repertoire to ACSSO’s suite and will make a great additional resource
to the Family Engagement Circle
We continue to have ongoing dialogue regarding Family Engagement with the
United States Department of Education. In a recent conversation with Carrie Jasper,
Director, Outreach to Parents and Families, we furthered our networks to direct
conversations with those involved in the Parent Engagement Camps. These are
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being held in Texas, Virginia, North Carolina and Connecticut and the District of
Columbia.
We are considered to have expertise in the area of Family Engagement and have
been sharing information and support with the South Australian Education
Department of Education. More recently, we have spoken with key players in a
number of projects in Tasmania as well as the Tasmanian Department of Education’s
current review of Family Engagement.

For the fourth consecutive year
ACSSO has been successful in
partnering with Ford for the Ford
Driving Skills for Life program. This
year Ford has made a conscious
effort to expand to our more rural
and remote communities. The
final session will be held in Eastern
Creek, Sydney on December 8.
We continue to support safe
respectful relationships and the
implementation of appropriate programs to support young people. ACSSO is a
member of the National Respectful Relationships Education Expert Group chaired
by Dr Phil Lambert.
The President continued his role part of the National Career Education Strategy
(NCES) working group. This group completed its brief in April of this year.
ACSSO continues to support a number of groups addressing physical activity and
sport in schools. ACSSO is a member of the Australian Sports Commission Sport in
Education Reference Group (SERG); Parent and Guardian Advisory Group, and the
Confederation of Australian Sport Cross Sectorial Committee addressing Improving
children’s personal health and wellbeing through physical activity
ACSSO continues to have a seat on the Asia Education Foundation Advisory Board
and on its work on the development of promotional materials to key elements of
school communities (parents, students, teachers, principals) on the importance of
Asian studies and cultural understanding. ACSSO plays a key role on the board of
the AEF and also works in collaboration with the distribution and publicising of surveys
to support research.
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ACSSO continues to support of the Awards
night of the Public Education Foundation
and assists with promoting the scholarships
and publishing the outcomes. The Public
Education Foundation doesn’t exist to do
the job of government and fund core
subjects, but to support students with
particular educational needs or talents. The
focus is on removing the barriers to
achievement created by social and
economic disadvantage, and on acknowledging and rewarding excellence. As a
former Board member, I often have the opportunity to sit on scholarship panels and
see the standard of excellence every day in our schools.
Australian Council for Children and Media is another place where ACSSO has a seat
on the Board. There work is vital in support of ensuring families have knowledge of
age appropriate media.
ACSSO is a key supporter of the Australian Learning Lectures. Working with the
Koshland Innovation Foundation this year I was invited to a forum on Reforming the
Transition from Secondary to Tertiary Education. This forum brought together key
experts and practitioners to provide insight into how to create better pathways for
young people to succeed in life and work.
More recently, with ACSSO’s focus on psycho-social trauma and student well being,
ACSSO’s president, has been actively involved in the work of beyond blue. Phillip
was a member of the beyond blue National Education Initiative (bbNEI) Technical
Advisory Network.
We continue to also be a part of the Our Watch National Respectful Relationships
Project and as an adjunct to that we have a place on the Department of Education
and Training’s Educating Against Domestic Violence Resource Review Group.
As a member of the Australian Council of Social Service (ACOSS) we have met a
number of times with CEO, Cassandra Goldie. I was awarded a scholarship to
attend the conference in October. We also are member of a number of their smaller
networks – these are key forums that provide us with an insight into families across
the nation. We also support and contribute to their submissions with a focus to
families and their support for education
ACSSO has made submissions to the Teacher Registration Review, National School
Resourcing Board, SES funding review and participated in the STEM forum
conducted by Dr Alan Finkel.
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Volunteer time continues to be an issue for greater participation in activities and we
acknowledge the importance of reaching out to the wider parent pool in order to
ensure when requested by government, department, stakeholders and media that
we are able to respond appropriately, timely and effectively. We are slowly building
these external networks.

Presentations and panels

We have had many requests to appear
on panels. Apart from the UNESCO
forum in Manilla, ACSSO’s opportunity to
present internationally was afforded by
the Institute of Educational Leadership
in the United States. Our project officer
Donna Sirmais and I presented at the
Family Engagement Conference on
Cleveland Ohio in July.
Our former NSW director, Natasha
Coster was part of a panel in August at the Mental Health in Education Summit.
Natasha’s contribution was extremely well received.
In May I was given the opportunity to run a three-hour workshop at the Cyberbullying
Prevention Program – this was a great opportunity to explore some myths, some
realities and provide principals and teachers with tools to support both themselves
and parents in supporting young people.
Also, in May I was on a panel with Dennis Yarrington from APPA and Correna
Haythorpe from the AEU at the Implementing the Teacher Education Reforms. The
panel focused on Initial Teacher Education and the key focus was Parent
Engagement – it was a great opportunity to present a frank conversation with
people like John Hattie as part of the audience.
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Staffing
I’d like to take the opportunity to highlight the work of our staff. The Secretariat of
ACSSO is small but, in all sense of the word, is the heart of the organisation. They
keep the wheels turning ensuring that our commitments are met in a quiet but
efficient way.
Kim Pick is our newest member of staff and has taken over the communications role
making a number of changes and hitting a number of key targets within the first few
months of working with us. You will gradually see, if you haven’t already, a number
of changes to our website and increased interactions on social media as Kim finds
her place in ACSSO.
Donna Sirmais, our former communications officer, continues to work with us on a
casual basis as a project officer in the Family Engagement work. Donna was a key
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player in the development of the Family Engagement Circle. Her expertise will be
drawn upon as we further develop Parents Australia and engage with our university
partners.
I would be lost without our administration officer, Bec Ashford-Wykes. Bec’s
efficiency and eye for detail is second to none. In her time with ACSSO she has
introduced a number of efficiencies particularly with record keeping. Bec has such
an eye to detail and a firm commitment to office improvement.
ACSSO is fortunate in its staffing to have committed and passionate advocates for
public education – whilst many volunteers make up the national public-school
parent movement.
My thanks to ACSSO’s Board – Sharron Healy, Kevan Goodworth, John Haydon, Ivan
Webb and our Company Secretary John O’Shannassy - their commitment and
passion is unwavering, it’s a huge task with many challenges and their support is
steadfast
A big thanks to Phillip Spratt, who has lead with great determination and focus – he
has worked patiently and with great commitment to ensure ACSSO’s voice is loud
and clear. Phillip’s support for myself and the staff - has been endless and his
leadership of ACSSO will be missed.
This report gives a glimpse of the work of ACSSO and does not give credit to the
many responses, teleconferences and advice giving undertaken - but it presents a
snapshot.
May I thank you all for the support you give ACSSO but more importantly for the time,
passion and commitment both you and your families give to the schools and families
in your jurisdictions. It’s a mammoth effort
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Yearly Communication Report
Reporting period 1st October 2017 – 30th September 2018
Social Media
ACSSO

2017-2018

Page Likes

956

Friends

389

Yearly Engaged Lifetime
users
Yearly Lifetime Reach
Yearly Lifetime Impressions

4179
86047
124556

Parent Australia
Likes

187

Yearly Engaged Users

3703

Yearly Lifetime Reach

56128

Yearly Lifetime Impressions

84949

Twitter
Followers

1211

Engaged Users

1129

Total Reach

75725
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Top Social Media posts

Platform

Title

Link

ACSSO

An extremely
interesting article
on the costs of
education for
children born in
2018 and the
differences
between Private
and Public –
could cost $500K
Here are some
tips for supporting
baby's brain
development - so
important in the
early years

https://www.face
book.com/perma
link.php?story_fbi
d=1880532595310
974&id=27721389
897619

There are some
myths and
misconceptions
about the
National
Assessment
Program—
Literacy and
Numeracy
(NAPLAN) …

Parents Aust

Twitter

Community
Response

Date
published

https://www.face
book.com/forsch
oolsandfamilies/p
osts/211622522907
205

Reach 2052
Popular topic: due
to Parents wanting
the best outcome
for their child

8/3/18

https://www.learn
ingpotential.gov.
au/naplanmythbusting

Reach 2602
With total
impressions 3369.
Naplan topics
continues to create
interest and
engagement

01/03/18

Reach 4890
High interest due to
debate between
private and public
education funding

13/4/18
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Website Analytics

ACSSO
Sessions
Users
Page Views

2017-2018

2701
2008
7594

Note: Website was inactive Jan – April 2018 due to re-construction

Analytics for Parent Australia website commenced in May 2018.
Session duration between 5-20 mins
Highest usage is between 11am – 5pm
There has been a steady rise in use particularly since August this year, where consistent daily access has
increased.
It’s interesting to note that 82.1% of users access website from a Desktop computer
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ENews
ACSSO
Newsletter

2016-2017

Sent
(Average)

5792

6197

9

9

3254

3754

Campaigns
Total
Opens

2017-2018

Increase in
opens from
last year

20.2%

E NEWS Highest performing Story/clicks:
Platform
Title
Published Date
Response
ACSSO News

A New Day
a New
Minister

August 2018

A broad range of
states and
communities
clicking on link
indicating that
communities are
exploring the
view of ACSSO
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2018 Representative Activity

ACSSO REPRESENTATIVE ACTIVITY
Ministers Office
Opposition Office
MPs and Senators
State Representatives - Education Council
DoE Secretary
Aust. Govt. Department of Education
Stakeholder Meetings*
Representative Committee Meetings
Conference Presentations and Panels
Conferences, Forums, Panels and Launches
Other
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Photo: DSFL 2018 Young driver uses VR headset to visualise being a cyclist on the road
FORD DRIVING SKILLS FOR LIFE Program:
ACSSO is proud to support Ford and their Driving Skills for Life programs run nationally, suitable for
Learners, Provisional and young drivers.
Driving Skills for Life allows participants to have hands-on training to learn new driving skills in a safe and
controlled environment. The training will also highlight the importance of safety on the road and equip
the new generation of drivers with skills beyond those taught in traditional driver education courses.
http://www.acsso.org.au/index.php/portfolio/casual-theme-57/ford-driver-education
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